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AIM: To:
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MIXED MESSAGES!

5
mins

AIM: To create awareness of the ‘mixed messages’ that young

time there feeling frightened, bullied and also cried regularly...
• Would you tell that to your friends after release? Y/N?
• Do you feel anyone would be honest enough to? Y/N?

REALITY:
• Virtually all stories that your mates will tell you, or that you’ll hear
about prison life will focus on the positives
• Very few people would be honest enough to admit to their
personal troubles, fears or difficulties about coping inside

SESSION 1

Q: IMAGINE you had been sentenced to prison and had spent a lot of

EXERCISE 1

people get from other young people about prison life

LOOK at what the following prisoners say about young

peoples views towards prison:

“People don’t want to tell the truth...they’re not gonna admit to
having a hard time are they(?) as it’s going to get used against them
and they’ll get a hard time from their mates!” Serving 8 year IPP

“The best advice is to ignore the crap that you’re mates spout off.
Even if THEY could handle it doesn’t mean YOU will...or they may
have struck lucky. The next time could be different. It can depend
on the wing, who’s in at the time, the prison and especially the
offence” Serving Life for murder

Q: How much can you honestly trust about what you’ve heard
about prison?
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“Young lads in here are quiet as mice, but on the out they’ll be
bouncing about telling everyone they ran the wing no doubt! It’s like
no one’s going to admit to any weakness are they? You know if you
had a fight and was scared to death and then pulled a win out of the
bag, you’re going to tell everyone you was in total control aren’t
you?!” Serving Life

6

PRISON ROUTINE

10
mins

AIM: To look at the ‘daily’ reality and routine of prison life

given the previous evening!) / shower etc

0830 - ‘Call Labour’ - Work or Education or behind

doors if you refuse to work. (Work on average pays
between £8 - £15 for a week’s work)

1145 - Lunch and 2 hours ‘bang up’
1345 - Work / Education or ‘bang up’
1600 - Work / Education return for 2 hours ‘bang up’
1800 - Dinner / Association / phone calls / Laundry

SESSION 1

0745 - Wake up / Eat Breakfast Pack (if not done so already as

EXERCISE 4

*BELOW is a typical example of a daily routine in prison

1930 - Locked up till morning
• The maximum you can be locked up in a day is 23 hours (for
example on ‘segregation’ the ‘block’). However those who don’t
want to go out for exercise can remain in their cells all day! Also in
some prisons, most weekends are spent ‘behind the doors’ e.g.
locked up in your cell.
SO a best day would look like this - (blue bubbles = time in cell)

1145
0745
Wake Up Lunch & 2 hours
& Breakfast ‘bang up’

1800
Dinner / phone calls /
Laundry / Association
1930
1600
12
hours
in cell
2 Hours
‘bang up’

AND a worst case would look like this!
0745
Wake Up
& Breakfast

Exercise
(optional)
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1345
Work / Education /
0830
In cell
‘Call Labour’
Work / Education /
In cell

9

EXPLOITED

15
mins

AIM: To highlight to young offenders how easily it can be to become

Q: Would you give the stuff back on Thursday? Y/N?
continued:
The next morning (Tuesday) you are approached again and told to
return the ounce of 'burn' and 2 phone cards by the end of the day. You
remind the person you told him you didn't get canteen until Thursday
but they tell you ‘that’s not their problem’...they want their stuff today or
you're going to get stuff taken from you or seriously hurt.

Q: How would you handle this?
NOW most young offenders will state they would assault them at this
stage, but they often overlook the fact that they are:
• Feeling uncertain and probably scared in these new surroundings
• Don't know any others for back up and feeling very alone
• You're outnumbered - There's probably several people backing this
person up
• They may be physically intimidating to you anyhow and could easily
win a fight even if you did start one!
continued on next page...

SESSION 3

You are sent to an out of county jail where you don't know anyone. On
the wing someone approaches you and asks where you are from?
They know loads of people from your area and after a bit of chat tell
you ‘not to worry’ and ‘who to avoid’. Luckily for you this person is
alright. As you have no money or canteen (due to being a new arrival)
they will lend you half an ounce of 'burn' (tobacco) and a phone card
until you get your canteen sorted. You need to give these items back
on Thursday when you get your canteen. At least you can now phone
your family to let them know you're okay and have a smoke as you
need one!.

REALITY IN PRISON

Example used by HMP Wolds lifers working with young offenders
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SCENARIO:

EXERCISE 1

exploited within prison by other inmates

20

‘REACTING TO CHALLENGES’

20
mins

Imagine you're in prison:
• You're standing in a dinner queue when someone stands a place in
front of you. How would you react? EXPLAIN WHY?
• Someone you've lent 2 batteries to hasn’t returned them on the
agreed date. How would you react? EXPLAIN WHY?
• You say hello to someone on association and they blank you.
How would you react? EXPLAIN WHY?

SESSION 4

SCENARIO

EXERCISE 1

To highlight how ‘volatile’ and dangerous innocent situations can
AIM: be in prison, and the constant undercurrent for potential
violence

• You are having a laugh with 3 people on the wing when one says
something that ‘puts you down’ in front of the others. How would
you react? EXPLAIN WHY?

Q:
• Is there any difference between how you would react to these
situations on the outside as opposed to being inside prison?
EXPLAIN WHY?

FACT: Many prisoners comment that learning how to gauge

things right and how to respond to ‘banter’ or everyday
situations is a constant pressure - a pressure that can wear you
down OR lead to unwanted problems!

continued on next page...
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• Think of how you said you'd react to the above examples. If some
one had reacted to YOU in the manner you’ve described - HOW
WOULD YOU HAVE RESPONDED BACK?

28

FILM 4
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SHOW DVD

SESSION 4

SHOW DVD
5
mins
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